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Liquid Courage
Five photographers try to save the world 
by making pictures of water 

by Jonathan Waterman

Brian Skerry captured 
this eerily beautiful shot 
of dead fish—the unsel-
lable by-catch of an hour of 
shrimp trawling—floating 
down into the depths after 
being tossed overboard. 



e live on a 
planet with a 
superabundance 

of water, but for the past 
few hundred years we’ve 
been living on it extremely 
hard. today, thanks to the 
ever-increasing demands 
of modern humans, 
our oceans not only are 
getting warmer but are 
plagued by pollution, oil 
spills and overfishing. 
meanwhile, rising 
temperatures continue to 
melt both the greenland 
and antarctic ice fields. 
as a result of all this, 
many wild creatures of 
our salt and freshwater 
sphere are in dire straits. 
today, more than a 
billion people around 
the globe lack access to 
clean drinking water, 
and the united nations 
environment programme 
warns that some 4 billion 
people will face water 
stress or water scarcity 
by 2050. humans have 
gone to war for far less. 

messages about these 
problems have appeared 
across film, television 
and the internet, but 
we feel (unsurprisingly) 
that nothing beats the 
immediacy of a great 
photo. in the pages that 
follow, you’ll meet five 
talented activist pho-
tographers who have 
immersed themselves in 
the complex issues water 
presents across the globe. 
some intend to inflame 
and provoke; others take 
a more stoic attitude. 
But all use the beauty of 
water as an aesthetic tool 
in their ultimate goal of 
raising awareness and ef-
fecting policy changes. We 
believe the graphic power 
of their images surpasses 
mere politics to give us a 
visceral experience of how 
much our planet’s liquid 
habitats and the species 
that depend on them (in-
cluding us) are in peril. 
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“If wIldlIfe were hunted 
thIs extensIvely on land It 
would not be tolerated.”©
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brIan SKerry
Brian skerry, 49, started diving 34 years ago and 
began taking photographs shortly thereafter. he’d 
always considered himself an explorer and adven-
turer, and, holding a camera housing in front of his 
dive mask, he quickly became a visual storyteller. 
magazines noticed, and skerry was published ex-
tensively, often in the pages of National Geographic. 

But as the decades progressed, he couldn’t avoid 
an uncomfortable truth: his beloved sea creatures 
were diminishing, coral reefs being destroyed. the 
ocean was in trouble. “i prefer to be a journalist 
first and foremost, and this is the story of what’s 
happening now.” in 2002, he pitched Geographic 
on a story about harp seals, and they sent him to 
canada’s gulf of st. lawrence to cover it. the first 
journalist in 17 years to get onboard a hunting ship, 
he definitively photographed how climate change 
was killing seal pups before hunters could get to 
them—by melting the ice they lived on. three 
years later he approached a story about the world’s 
fisheries as a war photographer would, showing the 
bloody and wasteful harvest of sharks and mantas 
along with the senseless decimation of other non-
targeted species through methods like gillnetting. 

skerry’s sense of awe and wonder persists. in his 
photographs he tries to call attention to the plight 
of the world’s marine life by balancing celebration 
and mystery—as in his images of a big-as-a-bus 
right whale, one of the world’s endangered species, 
gently swimming up to a human standing on the 
sea floor. “as awareness gains momentum, people 
will demand more protection for the sea,” he says. 
“currently less than one percent of the world’s 
oceans are protected, but it’s home to more than 
80 percent of the species on this planet. 

“We have a long way to go,” skerry says after a 
pause. “it’s wildlife that we’re harvesting, not farm 
animals. if wildlife were hunted this extensively on 
land, it would not be tolerated.”  brianskerry.com

liquid courage

Top: Shark fishermen butcher manta rays inadver-
tently caught in their nets. “They don’t earn much for 
them,” says Skerry, “but it’s enough to bring them on 
the beach and slice ’em up.” Bottom left: a mobula, 
close relative of the manta, makes a leaping glide 
out of the water. Bottom right: The intended catch, a 
hammerhead shark caught in a net. Shark fins fetch 
high prices in the asian market, while the bulk of the 
meat is sold locally on the cheap.
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“tktk wIll 
be a pull 
quote here 
to IntrIgue 
the reader 
and draw 
them Into 
It.”

adélie penguins swim and jump near cape royds in 
28-degree Farenheit waters of the ross Sea, thought to 
be the world’s last intact marine ecosystem.
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John WeLLer
Weller started taking photos when he was 6 years 
old. at 30, he published his first photography 
book, focusing on an area that fascinated him: 
Great Sand Dunes National Park: Between Light and 
Shadow. soon afterward, when a court case pre-
vented developers from pumping away the Dunes’ 
aquifer water, Weller was inspired to immerse 
himself further in environmental issues.  

seven years later Weller’s convictions have led 
him from the desert to the antarctic, where an-
other ecosystem was in need of protection. “every 
marine system in the world has been intrinsi-
cally altered,” Weller says. “What may be the last 
ecosystem basically unchanged by humans is the 
southernmost sea in the world, the ross sea.”

thanks to its remote location and protective 
ice, the ross sea is not yet heavily fished. and un-
like every other ocean in the world, its top preda-
tor populations are all nearly intact. But there is 
a new threat: a highly controversial fishery for 
toothfish—which you may recognize by its more 
appetizing restaurant-menu name, chilean sea 
bass. removing toothfish en masse would create a 
domino effect, throwing the life cycles of various 
species out of whack.

though stills are his chosen art form, Weller 
often stitches his photos together to make short 
films. in 2009 he produced a nine-minute video, 
made up of 1,700 still images, meant to bring the 
issues facing the ross sea to as many people as 
possible (see it at bit.ly/cFdQz6). “each film is con-
nected to a specific legislative initiative. my goal 
is to contribute to the process of change.” Weller 
plans to release his book about the ross sea in 
the spring of 2012. he also wants to remind people 
that he’s not just in this to save some cute animals. 
“people sometimes think that marine conservation 
is solely to protect birds and fish,” Weller says. “too 
often we forget that conservation is necessary to 
protect human health as well.”  lastocean.com

a seal ascends toward the light in this surreal photo 
shot from the freezing depths below the sea ice.

“too often we forget that  
conservatIon Is necessary to  
protect human health as well.”
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“conflIcts at the Inter-
sectIons between humans 
and nature are among 
the most sIgnIfIcant 
Issues of our tIme.”

light filtered through 
the smoke of devastating 
forest fires makes gray 
silt appear brown on the 
Heakamie glacier in  
British columbia.

JameS baLoG
james Balog, 59, started burning film in his teens. 
in grad school he studied physical geography. By 
the time he was 25 he’d become a devoted rock 
and ice climber with a taste for taking action 
shots in remote mountain ranges. “By 1981 the 
leitmotif i had been following had coalesced, in 
part because of my earth science background,” he 
says. as far as subject matter went, his attrac-
tion was clear. “the conflicts at the intersections 
between humans and nature reflect some of the 
most significant issues of our time.” 

it would be decades until the idea of climate 
change began to penetrate the mainstream. in 
2005 The New Yorker gave him a pivotal assignment: 
photograph melting ice in iceland. During that job, 
he started to perceive these fast-dwindling glaciers 
as living beings. something clicked inside him. in 
2007 he conceived the Extreme Ice Survey, in which 
he set up 25 solar-powered camera stations around 
the arctic and alpine regions to capture tens of 
thousands of photographs documenting the planet’s 
glaciers in retreat. most shockingly, his photos 
showed them thundering backward like cowed 
leviathans over mere days, not quarter-centuries. 
stitching the images together to create time-lapse 
videos drove the point home further.

“humans don’t do well thinking long-term,”  
Balog says. “these images place us on the continu-
um of time and show what’s happening right now, at 
increasing speed. the ice is changing, the oceans are 
changing, the freshwater is changing—the hydro-
logic balance is being altered by homo sapiens.”     
jamesbalog.com

left: an iceberg that broke 
off alaska’s Mendenhall 
glacier and flipped over, 
showing its scalloped, 
melting base. “This is gla-
cier retreat in action,” says 
Balog, “the solid turning 
to liquid before our eyes.”

right: a meltwater chan-
nel carving 150 feet deep 
into the greenland ice 
Sheet. “This was shot in 
2009,” Balog says. “The 
canyon had never been 
seen before 2006.” 
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DanIeL beLtrÁ
Daniel Beltrá, 46, got his professional start photo-
graphing a bombing in spain in 1988, while he was 
still in school. now a freelance photographer based 
in seattle who works frequently for greenpeace, 
Beltrá is unafraid to go after the issues. “i consider 
myself an activist with a camera,” he says. 

out on environmentalism’s front lines for more 
than two decades, Beltrá says he’s seen firsthand 
how destroying rainforests pumps more carbon  
into the atmosphere and ultimately melts the ice. 
last year greenpeace sent him to cover the oil  
spill in the gulf of mexico. as the nearly 5 million– 
barrel slick made its way up the mississippi Delta 
and across hundreds of miles of habitat, his four- 
day assignment stretched to two months. 

Beltrá’s top oil spill shots are now on display at 
the seattle aquarium, where visitors can touch 
sunflower sea stars and anemones in between 
looking at his painful pictures. even with all the 
striking aerial images he brought home from the 
gulf, he says he is most moved by portraits he took 
at a cleaning facility in Fort jackson, louisiana, of 
the once-endangered brown pelicans, covered in oil 
and waiting to be bathed by spill volunteers. “they 
capture compassion amid catastrophe,” Beltrá says. 
above all, he adds, we can’t afford to forget to ask 
the seemingly simple questions. “Do we need to go 
drill for oil in places where we can’t control a spill?” 
danielbeltra.com

Beltrá’s portrait of oil-
covered pelicans finds the 
nexus of technical artistry 
and empathetic connection.

Fire and smoke from a 
controlled burn of oil on 
the surface of the gulf of 
Mexico.

a ship’s path through the 
deepwater Horizon slick in 
the gulf of Mexico as seen 
from over 3,000 feet. 
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left: the colorado cuts 
through the grand canyon. 
right: the Hoover dam and a 
diminishing lake Mead. Be-
low: a cucapa indian stands 
at the colorado’s cur rent end 
point, amid his people’s for-
mer ancestral fishing waters. 
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Peter mCbrIDe
When peter mcBride, 40, was growing up in old 
snowmass, colorado, he often wondered what 
happened to the snowmelt water that irrigated his 
family’s ranch. in 1994, as an intern for High Country 
News (a magazine that covers environmental news 
in the american West) he discovered his talent for 
photography when he was assigned a story on cattle 
branding. impressed with mcBride’s snapshots, his 
editor turned the story into a photo essay. instantly 
hooked, mcBride left his irrigation questions behind 
in favor of photojournalism, but his relationship with 
the earth continued to show up in his work. 

over the next decade and a half, mcBride trav-
eled for adventurous assignments in more than 60 
countries (see last issue’s Shooting Drugs feature), 
but ultimately, his conservationist side won out. in 
2007 he returned to his backyard and set out to 
reexamine the question of his youth. as it turned 
out, the snowmelt drained into the colorado river. 
so he followed it. For the next three years he chased 
that irrigation water for a thousand miles. “most of 
us see the world from five or six feet,” he says. “pho-
tographically, i like to find unique perspectives: un-
der the water, or from aircrafts. it shows us where 
we’ve interrupted nature and where we haven’t.” 

mcBride found that, because of human inter-
vention, the mighty colorado now stops dead in 
its tracks 90 miles shy of its erstwhile ocean outlet 
on the sea of cortez. its former delta is now a 
dry, cracked desert. he’s turned the project into a 
book and a touring photo exhibit, both called The 
Colorado River: Flowing Through Conflict (full disclo-
sure: i wrote the book’s text). in addition, mcBride 
produced an award-winning film, Chasing Water, 
which he hopes will influence public policy. 

mcBride wants people to see all waterways as 
active, healthy rivers—“arteries for the planet,” he 
calls them—that sustain habitats and biodiversity 
rather than just “plumbing systems for the benefit 
of humankind.” petemcbride.com

“waterways should be  
arterIes for the planet, 
not plumbIng systems  
for humankInd.”

left: Two fishermen on the 
roaring Fork river, a colo-
rado tributary. right: The 
colorful geometric patterns 
of a potash mine in utah, 
where blue dye added to the 
water speeds evaporation, 
yielding potash faster.
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